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Abstract. In this demonstration we illustrate how a posteriori mod-
eling of complex, heterogeneous, and distributed systems is practically
performed within an automated integrated testing environment (ITE) to
give improved support to the testing process of steadily evolving systems.
The conceptual background of the modeling technique, called moderated
regular extrapolation is described in a companion paper [3].

1 Moderated Regular Extrapolation

Moderated regular extrapolation aims at providing a posteriori descriptions
of complex, typically evolving systems or system aspects in a largely automatic
way. These descriptions come in the form of extended finite automata tailored for
automatically producing system tests, grading test suites and monitoring run-
ning systems. Regular extrapolation builds models from observations via tech-
niques from machine learning and finite automata theory. These automatic steps
are steered by application experts who observe the interaction between the model
and the running system. This way, structural design decision are imposed on the
model in response to the diagnostic information provided by the model genera-
tion tool in cases where the current version of the model and the system are in
conflict.

Moderated regular extrapolation is particularly suited for change manage-
ment, i.e. in cases where the considered system is steadily evolving, which re-
quires continuous update of the systems specification as well.

We will illustrate our method using a regression testing scenario for system
level Computer Telephony Integration (CTI )(cf. [3, Sec. 4.2], this volume): Here,
previous versions of the system serve as reference for the validation of future
releases. A new release is required to support any unchanged feature and to
enhance it with new or modified features. The iterative process of moderated
regular extrapolation (Sec. 2) supports this system evolution, by incrementally
building a model comprising the current spectrum of functionality on the basis of
concise diagnostic feedback highlighting locations and sources of system/model
mismatches.
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2 Regular Extrapolation in Practice

In this section we sketch the demonstration content, which will successively
address the five steps of the model generation by regular extrapolation process
by one simple example each.

Trace Collection. To build a model, the system is stimulated by means of test
cases and the effects are traced and collected to form an initial model. The
example of [3, Fig. 6](left, this volume) shows a simple test case as it is specified
in the ITE by a test engineer. Here, three users pick up and hang up the handset
of their telephones in arbitrary order. Test case executions are automatically
protocoled in form of traces by the ITE’s tracer (cf. [3, Fig. 6](right)). In a trace,
both states and transitions are labeled with rich labels that describe portions of
the system state and protocol messages respectively.

Abstraction. Here, we generalize observed traces to sequential behavioral pat-
terns. The demo will illustrate the effect of abstracting from concrete components
to actors playing specific roles. An observed trace (actor-set trace) coming from
the execution of the test case where this abstraction has taken place is shown
in [3, Fig. 6].

Folding. Folding a trace to a trace automaton allows a further powerful general-
ization of all possible interleaved combinations of actor-set traces. In the folding
step, stable states that are considered equivalent are identified and can then be
merged. For example, typically all observed devices are classified according to
the status of display messages and LEDs. In this step extrapolation takes place:
the behavior of the system observed so far is extrapolated to an automaton,
which typically, due to cycle introduction, has infinite behavior.

The model shown in Fig. 2(left) has been generated via folding from a set
of independent traces. It represents the behavior of two users picking-up and
hanging-up handsets independently.

Refinement. With new observations, we can refine the model by adding further
trace automata to a model. Again, each refinement step is based on the identi-
fication of behaviorally equivalent states. In Fig. 1 we show how the trace of [3,
Fig. 6](right), is added to the previous model on the left and leads to the model
of Fig. 2(left) with four stable system states. Here, a system state is extremely
abstract: it is characterized by the number of phones currently picked up. As
a comparison, the observations on the original executable test cases were fully
instantiated (e.g. they referred to single concrete device names).

Validation. Temporal properties of the models, reflecting expert knowledge, can
be checked at any stage by means of standard model checking algorithms. This
establishes an independent control instance: vital application-specific frame con-
ditions, like safety criteria guaranteeing that nothing bad happens, or liveness
properties guaranteeing a certain progress can automatically checked on the
model. In case of failure, diagnostic information in terms of error traces reveals
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Fig. 1. Adding a new trace to the model

the source of trouble on the model level. An application expert then has to ex-
amine whether the revealed problem is just due to the inaccuracies of the model
obtained so far, or whether there must be a problem in the underlying system
as well.

Validation typically initiates the next iteration of the extrapolation process,
which may now also involve technically more updating steps, like, e.g., model
reduction, in cases where the model contained too many paths. Our system pro-
vides a number of automata theoretic operations and temporal synthesis pro-
cedures for the various updating steps. Moreover, it comprises algorithms for
fighting the state explosion problem. This is very important, as already compar-
atively small sets of traces lead to quite big automata. E.g. Fig. 2(right) shows
part of a model describing two very simple independent calls. For each call the
model describes the correct interplay of the following actions: caller pick-ups
handset, dials number, callee pick-ups handset, caller and callee hang-up their
handsets. Already this simple scenario leads to a model with 369 states and
441 transitions. Our current research therefore focuses on the investigation of
appropriate abstraction methods.
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Fig. 2. The refined optimized model (left), example of a larger POTS model
(right)
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